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BAKER AVIATION CONTINUES GROWTH PATH ESTABLISHES DEALERSHIP FOR LED REPLACEMENT
CABIN LIGHTING SYSTEM
May 1, 2015 – Addison, Texas – Baker Aviation, a full service aircraft maintenance,
management and charter company in North Texas, announced they are now a recognized
Dealer for the line of Aircraft Lighting International (ALI) LED replacement bulb systems.
Aircraft Lighting International (ALI) is a TSO, FAA-PMA approved manufacturer of
replacement fluorescent lamps, which are direct replacements for B/E Aerospace and
Aerospace Lighting Corp. fluorescent lamps. ALI's new LED lighting system replaces
fluorescent lamps directly without requiring any new wiring or connectors. The advanced
and fully dimmable LED replacement lamps make the conversion from fluorescent to LED
easy, fast and extremely economical.
“We continue to look for ways to offer a wider array of services to our customers and we
are excited to offer this innovative solution to an LED lighting upgrade,” commented Ray
Goyco, Jr., President and Chief Operating Officer for Baker Aviation. “This solution will
not only allow us to provide our growing client base with significant savings but the entire
LED upgrade can be completed in only two weeks from procurement, delivery to
installation. Customers can easily choose to combine it with a minor or major
maintenance event. This is an LED solution that allows Baker Aviation to quickly
transform our customers’ aircraft with a brighter, more attractive cabin without exceeding
their budget,” added Goyco.
Baker Aviation will receive special dealer pricing on the ALI line of products including their
latest ALI 28V DC LED Lamp Kit which incorporates the LED Lamp and Ballast as one
unit. It also comes with easy installation, fully dimmable capability, customizable lengths,
and customizable colors also. The ALI Replacement LED Lamps are all 100%
interchangeable with B/E Aerospace Fluorescent Lamps.
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“Baker Aviation is a fast growing MRO facility that is looking for ways to add value to their
customers’ experience. Therefore establishing them as a dealer for our LED products is
a good fit for both of us and we look forward to working with Ray and his team,” stated
Pelle Nilsson, Executive Vice President for Aircraft Lighting International.

About Baker Aviation
Baker Aviation is a full-service aircraft maintenance, management and charter company,
licensed to provide professional aviation services in the United States, Canada, Mexico,
Central America and the Caribbean. ARG/US, Platinum-Rated, they are headquartered
at Meacham International Airport, Fort Worth, TX, with new maintenance facilities at
Addison Airport, Addison, TX, specializing in airframe maintenance for Hawker, King Air,
Beechjet, Citation, Learjet, Falcon, Challenger and Gulfstream aircraft. Baker Aviation is
the exclusive distributor of the HOT-STOP® 'L' Fire Containment Kit product line. To learn
more, or to schedule service, please visit baker-aviation.com or call 972-248-0457.
About Aircraft Lighting International
Since 1998, Aircraft Lighting International (ALI) has been providing state-of-the-art,
safety-certified aircraft interior lighting systems. We strive to meet the needs of our
customers and aim to continue to be the innovative leader in aviation lighting. ALI’s
Replacement LED Lamps are interchangeable with the existing 12 mm series Fluorescent
Lamps and require no rewiring, no new lamp holders, no new connectors, no new
dimmers, and no new controllers. These innovative and fully dimmable LED replacement
lamps make the conversion from fluorescent to LED easy and economical.
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